
Plug-in Module with LED status indication

Low voltage protection level

Easy to replace the protection modules

No signal disconnection if the protection
module is removed

DIN rail mouted device

Space saving SPD module for protecting one pair of balanced interfaces with electrical isolation.

Spec.No. B2-320-20-007b

Power source for emitting LED

Input : 90 250V (AC 50/60Hz)
Output : 5V (DC)

LEDs of up to 50 pieces of SPD can be emitted
Terminal : M3.5 screw terminal
Installation method : 35mm DIN rail or M4 screw
Max SPD numbers: 50pcs.

Other information

OTOWA web site Instruction manual

Basic Circuit Diagram
Dimension drawing

CAT.No.EN-AS-06 `21.10



Electric wire

Flat-blade
Screw driver
(0.6mm 3.5mm)

OTOWA Signal line SPD SL-GV series

Installing the fixing base

[Installation to DIN rail]

Regular maintenance

(1)Confirm the LED indicator of the SPD is emitting during regular maintenance.

Be sure to use the special power source at DC3-5V (Separate selling : SL-205A type), if LED is emitting at all times.

(2)If LED lamp does not emit, SPD has no function of it. Replace it with new SPD immediately.
(3)It is recommended that the SPD is replaced about every 10 years, though the condition of the SPD is determined during

regular maintenance.
(10 years is the nominal life of the part, but cannot be guaranteed, due to the differences in service conditions.)

[Removing SPD from DIN rail]

(1) After inserting the flat-blade screw driver to the

square hole of the slider and tilting it with arrow

direction of , pull out the slider with arrow direction of

.

(2) Pull off the SPD from DIN rail with arrow direction of

, holding the fixing base.

The SPD should be installed to the rail for equipment installation

35mm width of DIN standard rail

After positioning the installation metal part of the SPD to DIN

rail, push the SPD into DIN rail with arrow direction of until the

end.

[Installation method to panel or board]

(1)When installing the SPD to panel or board directly,

Loosen the M4 screws of earth terminal on the fixing
base and remove the istallation metal part for DIN rail.
(2)Holes must be punched or drilled on panel , and install
the fixing base of the SPD

Install on DIN Rial, Common rearth with Bonding bar LED Status indication by DC 3-5V power

Status indication

M4 screw or 4.5mm 2 Installation hole(Installation
Dimension)

M4 screws or M4 tapping screws

(2 parts)

Connection

https://www.otowadenki.com


